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ABSTRACT: The UrbanFlood project is creating an Early Warning System framework that can be used to link sensors via the Internet to predictive models and emergency warning systems. The project includes four pilot sites to apply and validate at full scale the technology being developed in the project: Amsterdam (Netherlands), Boston (UK) and Rhine River (Germany). This paper focuses on a description of the sensor instrumentation installed at the pilot sites and the emerging conclusions from the analysis of the results obtained to date. The sensors installed at the various sites include various MEMS modules to measure displacement and pore pressure and fibre optic cables able to detect strains. The gathered data are used for dike stability evaluation with different models and also, combined with an Artificial Intelligence (AI) component, for detection of anomalies in dike behaviour. Detected anomalies trigger assessment of the likelihood of levee breach and the consequences in terms of flood propagation and damage in the defended urban area.

1 INTRODUCTION—URBANFLOOD OVERVIEW

More than two thirds of European cities have to deal with flood risk management issues on a regular basis; these are issues which will worsen as climate change effects result in more extreme conditions. Early Warning Systems (EWS) can play a crucial role in mitigating flood risk by detecting conditions and predicting the onset of a catastrophe before the event occurs, and by providing real time information during an event. EWSs thus fulfil multiple roles as general information systems, decision support systems and alarm systems for multiple stakeholders including government, companies and the general public.

The UrbanFlood project has created an EWS framework that can be used to link sensors via the Internet to predictive models and emergency warning systems. The data collected from the sensors is being interpreted to assess the condition and likelihood of failure; different models will be used to predict the failure mode and subsequent potential inundation in near real time. Through the Internet, additional computer resources required by the framework can be made available on demand.

UrbanFlood has validated the EWS framework and method for implementation in the context of dike performance (failure) in an urban environment.

A number of live pilot sites are being used to prove the methodology. Dikes have been equipped with sensor systems and the EWS service has been built up from a series of dike failure and flooding specific modules which include dike breach evolution and flood-spreading models. UrbanFlood has demonstrated the feasibility of remotely monitoring dikes and floods, whether from nearby offices or from other countries and continents through secure use of web-based technologies.

For the development of flood mitigation scenarios and the training of personnel, the framework is also connected to simulation modules that compute flood responses associated with failing dikes.

The project includes four pilot sites to apply and validate at full scale the technology being developed in the project: The final locations of these pilots are: Amsterdam (Netherlands—two sites),
Boston (UK) and Rhine River (Germany). Urban-Flood has also made use of data from the induced failure of real dikes at the IJkdijk field laboratory to test and validate the overall EWS framework and individual modules.

This paper is one of several presented on the UrbanFlood project at the FLOODrisk 2012 conference. This paper focuses on a description of the sensor instrumentation installed at the pilot sites, the emerging results, the analyses of the results using both conventional engineering methods and artificial intelligence. The paper also gives some conclusions which have emerged from the analysis of the results completed to date.

2 SENSOR SELECTION AND INSTALLATION

2.1 Failure modes

The principle failure modes of dikes or levees relate to either external erosion of various kinds, internal erosion eventually evidenced by some form of excessive seepage flow and mass instability. Of these, the latter two are particularly challenging to observe visually or by external instrumentation and are particularly suitable for monitoring by installed sensors.

The pilot sites were for the project were therefore selected not only taking into account levee owner/operator interest but also the likelihood of obtaining interesting measurements given the most likely failure modes. At three of the four sites, mass instability was believed to be the most likely form of failure, but at the fourth (Rhine, Germany) seepage was known to be a problem and hence internal erosion was suspected.

2.2 Sensor selection and installation

Selection of the sensor types was based on the experience already gleaned from the IJkdike experiment in The Netherlands. Tables 1 and 2 show the range of sensors used in this previous experiment. The budget for instrumentation purchase was limited in the UrbanFlood project and it was therefore decided, based on the previous positive experience at the IJkdijk, to mainly focus on those forms of sensors that have displayed longevity, offer maintenance free use. In particular, GeoBeads unit manufactured by Alert Solutions (Netherlands) were selected; these contain MEMS based sensors to detect tilt, temperature and pore pressure. GeoBeads® is a sensor network for real time monitoring of ground stability and stability of infrastructural works. It consists of fully digital nodes with MEMS technology sensor devices that can scale to a wide area network operation, are energy efficient, low in cost, and robust to vandalism.

In addition, two forms of fibre-optic cable were selected, one able to measure relative strain and the other able to measure seepage flows by sensing temperature changes.

Fibre optics have been widely used for many years in civil engineering applications, specialty pipelines, structural health monitoring systems or hydraulic works applications such as concrete and structural works. It consists of fully digital nodes with MEMS technology sensor devices that can scale to a wide area network operation, are energy efficient, low in cost, and robust to vandalism.

Each small sized node in the network can simultaneously house various measurement devices. The set per node commonly includes a piezometer, an inclinometer and thermal sensor. The nodes are designed to capture the most relevant parameters needed for thorough insight into the risks at hand. Data availability is immediate and is distributed via the internet.

Table 1. Sensors used in IJkdijk mass instability test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pore pressure</td>
<td>Vibrating wire piezometer, MEMS, BAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Thermographic camera, fiber optics, MEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement (strain/tilt/</td>
<td>Inclinometers, fiber optics, optical camera,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consolidation)</td>
<td>MEMS, laser scanning, extensometer,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual inspection</td>
<td>Human eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration</td>
<td>Fiber optics, microphones, hydrophones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather conditions</td>
<td>Weather station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil moisture content</td>
<td>MEMS, various agricultural sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical conductivity</td>
<td>Agricultural sensor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Sensors used in IjkDijk piping/internal erosion test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pore pressure</td>
<td>Vibrating wire piezometer, MEMS, fiber optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Thermographic camera, MEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement (strain/tilt/</td>
<td>Fiber optics, optical camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consolidation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual inspection</td>
<td>Human eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration</td>
<td>Fiber optics, hydrophones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather conditions</td>
<td>Weather station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil moisture content</td>
<td>Flow meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical conductivity</td>
<td>Spoon (manual operation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self potential</td>
<td>Non polarizing electrodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
earth dams, levees and dikes. By embedding optical fibres onto a geotextile fabric, TenCat Geo-Detect® was the first system designed specifically for geotechnical and hydraulic works applications. The geotextile fabric, e.g., a textile installed in the soil, enhances its mechanical and hydraulic properties by in-plane drainage capability, excellent anchoring interface with the soil, soil reinforcement, separation and filtration. For example the drainage properties of the geotextile combined with the temperature measurement with the optical fibres improves the speed of leakage detection. The filtration properties of the geotextile also increases the stability of the soil by inhibiting the internal erosion process. The friction interface also facilitates the transfer of soil movements from the geotextile to the fibre optic line.

This sensor enabled geotextile is designed to detect temperature and strain at the same time. Water leakage, which is the main cause of internal erosion, is assessed through the measurement of temperature changes. First stages of soil movement, settlement or sliding are detected by strain measurement. Measuring at the same time and at the same location both temperature for leak detection and soil strain for soil movement detection increases the probability of obtaining the right precursors of a malfunction. This solution measures continuously hundreds to several thousands points with a single system along the full length of the hydraulic structure. It can provide leak and deformation location with a spatial resolution of 1 meter, or even 0.5 m in some cases. The system is able to monitor several tens of kilometres.

Once installed, the sensor enabled geotextile communicates the soil strain and temperature data to the system's instrumentation equipment. Soil strain as low as 0.01% can be measured, and with the proper software, changes in temperature can be monitored at 0.1°C. Since 2007, this solution was used successfully in several projects (Artières et al, 2010; Artières et al, 2012).

The Shape Acceleration Array (SAA) instrumentation uses Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometers and digital temperature sensors to acquire three-dimensional profiles of ground deformations, accelerations, and temperature readings up to a depth of 100 m (Abdoun and Bennett, 2008). The sensor array can be installed both vertically and horizontally, depending on the application. It is an advanced alternative to the traditional manual or in-place inclinometers and is connected to a wireless earth station for remote access and configuration over the cellular network or internet. Multiple arrays at a project site can be integrated into a data acquisition system to be accessed remotely in this manner. The SAAs have been extensively tested in the past to validate the reliability of the deformation and acceleration measurements (Bennett, 2010) and are still providing stable measurements after six years of field installation.

A multi-parameter system for thorough assessment of geotechnical systems has been developed through funding by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The Shape Acceleration Array with Pore Pressure (SAAP) includes a Geokon 4500S piezometer modified with the attachment of a microprocessor that converts the Geokon 4500S's vibrating wire data to digital data (Geokon, 2011); this is all done downhole in real time (Measurand, 2012). The microprocessor used in the SAAP is the same as those used in the SAA. The system is fully integrated and data from all of the instrumentation can be viewed side-by-side in Measurand's software.

2.2.1 Sensors at Netherlands sites in Amsterdam
The ‘Stammerdijk’ location was selected because of doubts regarding the overall stability of the dike. It was believed that extensive measurement of the pore pressures would be required—under the outer crest, under the inner crest, and under the inner toe of the dike, in several of the soil layers present. Measurements of deformations was also thought to be useful. To reduce the chances of non-representative measurements, two cross sections about 100 meters apart have been instrumented. In these two cross sections, a total of 19 GeoBeads have been installed using CPT equipment to measure pore pressure, temperature and tilt. In addition, 3 ‘traditional’ pore pressure meters to determine the compatibility between the old and the new system were installed under supervision of the regional water board, Waternet. The water level is also measured by a GeoBead. Weather information can be taken from the nearby Schiphol Amsterdam Airport. Any unusual circumstances are noted by the daily inspections of this dike section by Waternet.

The second Netherlands dike was Ringdijk located as part of a typical urban polder and of interest because of visible instability and a recent failure to meet the required stability standards when assessed during its five-yearly review. This dike has 3 cross-sections instrumented with GeoBeads. Each of the cross-sections has two sets of three underground sensors, and an optical cable at shallow depths near the inner toe of the dike. The sensors are monitoring the influence of trees on the dikes, especially during dry periods, the influence of the buildings on the sub-soil floors of the new office building and the pumping, which is required during construction and a reference cross-section where these influences are small.

The water pressure is the most important variable in the increase of pressure in a dike. Water
pressure data can be used, together with data on the dike construction and the subsoil and parameters which generally do not change much, like the volume weight and the resistance to slipping, (which depends on the water pressure), to determine the settlement and the stability of the dike body.

In addition on the Ringdijk, an optical cable has been installed along the dike near the inner crest line at shallow depth. This cable connects the three cross sections and continues a short way beyond the leftmost and rightmost cross section. This cable should be able to detect at least deformations. This is supplementary, and provides a cross-check on the results of the existing models of dikes, which calculate setting and stability. It will also answer the question as to whether the selected cross sections are the most characteristic, or whether larger distortions occur between the sections.

At both the Netherlands (Amsterdam) sites, the sensor system is powered by two batteries; these are expected to last more than a year before they need to be replaced. The power level is monitored remotely. The transmission box is buried under a cover of about 10 cm of soil, making it invisible to vandals. The data is transmitted over the UMTS-system. The reception of the signal appears to be very strong; data can even be transmitted with 30 cm of soil cover.

2.2.2 Sensors at UK site: Boston (near ‘Grand Sluice’)

The earth dike at Boston, a town on the east coast of England at high risk of flooding, was selected because of a history of slope instability in the water-ward slope. The Boston location was also of interest because there is a significant tidal forcing (up to six metres on spring tides). To monitor this dike successfully it was therefore important to monitor pore pressure, deformations, and (if possible) ground water flow near the toe. Inclination measurements from the GeoBeads would provide an early clear sign of deformations, whilst differences in temperature measurement curves would provide a strong indication of water flow. In addition GeoDetect fibre optic cable enhanced geotextile fabric by TenCate was installed along the length of the dike to measure relative strain. (Figs. 1 and 2). Finally interest in the Boston site from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) in the USA led to installation of two types of Shape Acceleration Arrays (SAA; developed by Measurements) and RPI) in boreholes drilled either conventionally or with CPT equipment. These arrays are able to measure three-directional soil deformation profile, with the second type also able to detect pore water pressure.

Figure 1. Typical cross section of Boston dike.

Figure 2. Installation of GeoDetect fibre optic cable in geotextile mat.

The instrumentation and control building for the Grand Sluice provided an ideal location for situating the computer equipment and providing power to the sensors. The use of mains power eliminated the need to replace batteries and reduced the level of maintenance required on the sensor equipment, ensuring uninterrupted data signals.

2.2.3 Sensors at Rhine dike, Germany

A dike on the Rhine in Germany was of interest for installation of sensors for the UrbanFlood project, partly because there was already good information from ground profile measurements and soil investigations but also because, during the January 2011 high flood levels, seepage had been observed on the landside slope over a length of about 10–15 meters.

GeoBeads were installed focussing on the sand layer at the toe of the dike on the waterside with the aim of measuring pore pressures and water flows. Two cross—sections of GeoBeads were installed, one at the location of the seepage, and the other at a reference location. GTC Kappelmeyer fiber optic cable was also installed in a shallow trench in the sand layer along the landward toe of the dike with the aim of detecting seepage flows by temperature measurements.
3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

3.1 Visual analysis via multi-touch table

The embankments, sensors and data are visually presented on a multi-touch user interface to allow experts and end-users to visually explore the data available. In this view (Fig. 3) time, geographical and physical location are combined with the resulting data.

From a visual perspective, different combinations of sensors show different things and in some cases visual inspection of data shows unexpected behaviour patterns that might not have been anticipated by analysis using conventional models. One of these visual combination ‘experiments’ led to the discovery of the phase shift which occurs due to the natural resistance properties of the dike. This can be seen in Figures 4 and 5 where the shape of the sensor data describes a particular pattern.

Comparing Figure 4 without a phase lag applied with Figure 5 with a phase lag applied, the triangular hysteresis shape merges into a set of overlapping ‘hockeysticks’. In this example the time-difference between the two sensors, also visible in Figure 5 is about 75 minutes. The phase shift can be explained by the fact that the sensor at the toe of the embankment (AS1) responds faster to the external tidal level fluctuation than the slower sensor at the back of the embankment.

3.2 Conventional physical-process analysis

As at the time of drafting this paper, analysis of all the sites has not yet been completed. This paper therefore focuses on initial results obtained from the Boston dike and Ring dike.

3.2.1 Boston dike

The sensors installed at Boston have been read over a period of some 12 months. A snapshot of the readings obtained from the piezometers over a period of one week in November 2011 is plotted in Figure 6.

The sensors record total pressures. Atmospheric pressure recorded by the upper sensor has therefore been subtracted from the remaining sensors before calculating water pressures. AC’s 2–5 are sensors of increasing depth at the crest of the bund whilst sensors AS’s 1–2 are located at about mid-slope height.

The results show a good response to tidal variations particularly AS1, the upper sensor on the slope. The response is somewhat muted though, as the tidal range is some 6 m. There is no significant lag between the tide and piezometric levels. This suggests there is no hydraulic continuity between the strata in which the sensors are located and...
Rather, it is considered that the piezometers are measuring an elastic response to the variation in water levels in the river channel. The GeoBeads are also able to record tilts of the individual sensors utilizing built-in accelerometers. In most cases, the sensors are installed in a semi-rigid tubing so that the deformation profile along the tube can be determined by integrating the sensor tilts. However, at Boston, the prime purpose of the sensors was piezometric readings and so a rigid tube was not installed.

Examination of the tilt readings will still give an indication of the movements of the variations in ground movements although not the actual total deformation. The tilts (expressed as mm over the 300 mm length of the sensors) are presented in Figure 7—the movements to date appear relatively small.

The horizontal displacements recorded from the Shape Acceleration Arrays installed by Rensselaer University offer a more precise indication of deformations taking place within the bank.

Stability analyses have been carried out using the piezometric pressures recorded by the sensors. The factors of safety recorded with high river levels (and high piezometric pressures) were of the order of 1.2 suggesting that imminent instability is unlikely. Lower factors of safety and higher probabilities of failure were obtained at low water (with lower pore pressures) due to the reduced restoring forces from the river. In both cases however, the critical surface obtained from the analyses were within the slope itself, replicating the historical slips that can be observed.

By carrying out stability analyses for a range of actual and potential pore pressure readings it has been possible to generate a ‘look-up’ table which can in turn be interrogated by the EWS at any time to determine whether the factor of safety or probability of failure is reaching a critical value. The setting of the critical values will be adjusted with time as experience of operating the system grows.

A complete system of SAAs and SAAPs were installed at this test site in Boston, UK for assessment and validation of the sensor functions. Three sections of the dike were instrumented in May 2011, each having an SAA at the crest, middle, and toe of the slope. Installation of sensors was completed through CPT push and borehole installation; soil data was observed and recorded during installation. Section CC (129 m from the Grand Sluice Control Building) has three SAAPs installed at varying depths in the middle borehole in addition to the SAAP at that location. Section AA (194 m from the Control Building) is of notable interest because it contains three SAAPs in the crest borehole that are located at depths nearly corresponding to depths of sensors in an adjacent string of GeoBeads. GeoBeads are also installed next to the toe SAAP in Section AA. Section BB (277 m from the Control Building) has three SAAs and no SAAPs. The GeoDetect runs just below the dike crest from the Control Building to Section BB; a parallel path runs back to the control building just above the toe of the slope.

After 32 weeks of observation, the SAAs indicate a movement of 12 mm at the surface of the crest and toe of Section CC. The SAA in the middle appears to be pinned near the ground surface, restricting its movement (Fig. 8). A potential developing failure plane is observed in the Crest and Middle SAAs at around 8 m in depth. The soil investigation indicates that this is the boundary between overlying soft, silty clay and underlying medium dense to dense coarse sand. Data from the GeoDetect Fiber Optics confirms that the largest strain in the levee is indeed occurring at Section CC.

The previously demonstrated slope instability and deformations of the dike may be caused by the semi-diurnal tides, soil properties, and other factors. Specifically, the tides show a significant effect on pore water pressures within the levee.
The difference between high tide and low tide during a spring tide is greater than six metres. During a neap tide, the difference is still a significant four metres. Figure 9 illustrates the behaviour of the GeoBeads and SAAPs over a three-day period during a spring tide at the end of August (100 days into observation). The SAAPs located in the crest of Section AA are labelled ‘PZ’, and the GeoBeads are labelled ‘AC’ for crest of Section AA and ‘AS’ for slope of Section AA. It is noted that AC1 and possibly AC2 are above the groundwater level and thus unsaturated. AC5 and PZ3 are located at nearly the same depth in the crest of Section AA and are in phase, exhibiting the same pattern and shape. The slight difference in pressure head reading is due to the difference in buried depth, confirming that the SAAPs are working as intended.

AC4 and PZ2 exhibit the same period but different amplitudes. The boundary between the sand and clay layers is between these two sensors; increased permeability possibly amplifies the response to the tides in the sand layer where AC4 is located. The greatest amplitudes are observed in the slope sensors. At high tide, the slope sensors measure values above the estimated hydrostatic pressure (Fig. 10). This is expected since the river overtops the slope sensors at high tide. The other sensors approximately measure the estimated hydrostatic pressure.

### 3.2.2 Ringdike

Unlike the large tidal range experienced at Boston, Ringdike in Amsterdam has a virtually
constant level of retained water. Accordingly, equilibrium pore pressures would be expected to have developed within the Dike, both at the crest and the toe.

The recorded pore pressures are presented on Figure 11 for sensors at the crest of the Dike, for each of the three sections instrumented. Here, the pressures are expressed in millibars and do show little change in the upper two levels of piezometers. In each section however, the lowest piezometers are showing a gradual increase over time (equivalent to 1½–2 m of water). Instruments at the toe record a similar trend. It is presumed that the lower sensors reflect water pressures in a stratum with connectivity to a water table outside of the site.

Since the lower sensors are located some 12 m below datum, they do not affect the near surface stability of the Dike. Analysis of the Dike has been carried out in a similar method as at Boston and again, the critical slip surface was found to be limited to the slope of the Dike and not to extend to the crest.

3.3 Artificial intelligence analysis

A limitation of conventional analysis of sensor readings is that they can only be incorporated into predictions of possible dike failure if the physical process models can make use of the sensor values. In the case of displacement or strains these can only be used if a complex elasto-plastic model is adopted as in the UrbanFlood Virtual Dike approach (Melnikova et al, 2011), but the on-line functionality of this in real time has not yet been demonstrated.

For this reason, a separate Artificial Intelligence (AI) component was developed within the UrbanFlood Early Warning System. One of the main goals of this component is signal processing of all on-line measurement streams gathered from sensor network installed into dike. Application of data-driven methods (e.g., machine learning, statistics) allows detection of deviation of the system from previously known normal behaviour. Any detected deviation can be interpreted as onset of failure or sensor fault. Once generated by the AI component, the alarm requires further data analysis using expert knowledge and expert models, for example HR Wallingford models (HR Breach, Reliable tool) or the VirtualDike model (Melnikova et al, 2011).

Due to lack of data related to dike pre-failure conditions, a one-side classification approach is used for identification of anomalies in multidimensional data. In this work we use so-called Neural Clouds (NC) (Lang et al, 2008).

A committee of one-side classifiers is trained and used independently to perform the fault or abnormality localisation and to utilise the cloud computing structure of EWS.

It is proposed to split the data set by data nature, sensor location, possible dependencies within data sets etc. (Fig. 12) and to train the committee of NC encapsulators for these sets.

The input data stream contains data from a given sensor group, correlations between the data from selected sensors and other features extracted for the data. The described scheme is used as the basis for implementation of the AI component as a part of the UrbanFlood EWS.

An example of anomaly detection produced during the non-destructive experiment at Stammerdijk can be found in work of Pyayt et al. (2011). During the “macro-stability” tests done at Stammerdijk (Fig. 13), a heavy load was placed on dike (Fig. 14).

The main aim of this test was analysis of ability of installed sensor network to translate the influence of external circumstances on levee stability. This is suitable situation for testing the proposed approach for abnormal behaviour detection.

Some of sensors indicated influence of additional load on dike, for example, inclinometers SD_1A1_322(Y1) and SD_1C2_540(Y1), which measure relative inclination in degrees (relative to reference time, averaged over 1 day) of GeoBeads.

Figure 11. Pore pressure at crest of Ringdike.
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Figure 12. Dike abnormal behaviour detection approach.

Figure 13. Cross-section 2 of Stammerdijk.

Figure 14. Non-destructive experiment at Stammerdijk.

Here “SD” stands for StammerDijk, “1” is the cross-section number, “C2” is the sensor location, “540” is the depth of the sensor in centimetres.

Figure 15b and c show that additional load placed three times at dike was successfully detected by selected sensors—three rapid changes in graphics are related to the events of placing (time steps with numbers 2238, 2711, 3012) and removal (steps with numbers 2607, 2866, 3140) of the load.

These anomalies were detected by the Artificial Intelligence component (Fig. 15a). As training set the data related to normal mode were used. Test set includes data with anomalies as well as “normal” data. Figure 15a shows that suggested approach is able to detect such kind of anomalies: in case of “normal” data confidence values are close to 1, in case of anomalies close to 0.

Figure 16 is a 3D projection of NC trained on Stammerdijk.
4 CONCLUSIONS

1. The UrbanFlood project has demonstrated at four pilot sites the use of advanced electronic sensors for the monitoring of dike performance and the way in which the sensor values can be linked to a dike-specific Early Warning System (EWS).

2. Selected sensors are based on MEMS or fibre optic technology and can detect pore pressures, tilts, strains and temperature changes.

3. Analysis has identified phase lags in pore pressure response between sensors in different locations. Changes in these phase lags may be indicative of deterioration and even an early warning of failure. Further Artificial Intelligence analysis is investigating this phenomenon further.

4. Stability analysis incorporating a range of potential pore-pressure values at the sensor locations allow development of automated assessment of likely failure linked to the measured pore pressure values.

5. Tilt measurements can be assessed for changes in trends, but a more rapid assessment of abnormalities in tilts and pore pressures can be determined by the use of artificial intelligence. If the data obtained during normal loading ranges is classified using neural clouds, trials have shown that anomalies can be detected when abnormal loadings generate data which falls outside of these clouds. This can be used to trigger assessment of the likelihood of levee breach and the consequences in terms of flood propagation and damage in the defended urban area.
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